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Gary Behan

Gary in full Sherlock attire!

1956 -2018

Receiving the trophy for top individual performer in
Torbay Chess League Division 4 – 2017-18

Gary Behan sadly passed away on the 21st October 2018
Gary was a likeable and respected member of the Plymouth Chess Club and had been a member for as long as I can
remember, probably more than 25 years. He will no doubt be remembered for often wearing his deerstalker hat
during his games and also for asking his opponent before the game started if he wanted to resign. He was a regular
member at the Club and always made himself available for Club matches even at short notice. Travelling to away
matches with Gary was an experience as we listened during the journey to his stories of what he had got up to during
his life. Last year he won the Larry Guard league and was promoted to the Bloodworth league but sadly only
managed to play one game in the Bloodworth before his untimely death. Winning the Larry Guard league was a
highlight in Gary’s chess life but without doubt his win against our Club Champion in the annual club simul for two
years in succession was his talking point. Gary was indeed a character who will be sadly missed in the Plymouth
Chess Club.
Below is a position from one of his games that I used on the front of envelopes and I remember at the time how
delighted Gary was that his game position was actually published.
Tony Tatam
G Behan v R Ingerson
Plymouth Chess Club Ward League 2003/04.
White played Qf3 missing the opportunity to take
control of the game. What move could he have played
that would have made it difficult for Black to survive.

5th Plymouth Rapidplay – 2nd December 2018

The ‘star’ of the tournament, John Stephens receives the Tony Tatam Cup from TT himself
This year’s Plymouth Rapidplay was a successful and enjoyable event run in the usual super well organised way by
Tony. The number of participants was a little down on last year but the quality of players was a high as ever with a
good turnout of strong players from across Devon and beyond.
Top spot went to former Plymouthian John Stephens with an excellent 5.5 points from the six rounds. Second place
was a four way tie with Stephen Levy, Jonathan Underwood, Alan Brusey and Matthew Wilson all scoring 4.5.
Although Plymouth Club players didn’t get into the top places a number played very well including some good results
against players with far higher ratings. Those rewarded with grading prizes were:
Grading prize 167-153 inclusive – Mick Stinton-Brownbridge on 4 points, Grading prize 152-135 inclusive - Nick
Butland and Ben Wilkinson on 3.5 points, Grading prize 134-115 inclusive - Megan O'Brien on 3 points.
A unique feature of the Plymouth Rapidplay is the plentiful supply of free food and drinks for contestants throughout
the day. Many thanks to Maryanne Tatam and Sue Peach.
A weekend in London – Martin Quinn
A few months ago myself and David Twine decided to spend the 3rd weekend of November in London with the
intention of spending one of our days there spectating at the Carlsen v Caruana match and combining it with playing
some chess at events scheduled that weekend. We did spend the weekend in London but we didn’t get to see the
WCC final, largely due to ticket prices - £60 to £70 a ticket or £400 for a VIP ticket – per game!
Simon Williams (the Ginger GM) had planned a festival of chess to coincide with the match which was to be centred
around the Plough pub in Bloomsbury, home of the Drunken Knights Chess Club. Unfortunately this was cancelled a
couple of weeks before the match started. Arriving in London on the afternoon the 6th game was taking place we
headed to the Plough thinking it might be somewhere chess fans would gather to follow and discuss the game. Sadly
there wasn’t a chess board in sight. We met up with a pal of David’s and made the best of things in a nearby cafe,
following the game on Chess 24 and analysing how Caruana might make something of his small advantage. He didn’t
and the game ended in a draw after 80 moves. Apparently at one point the Norwegian supercomputer "Sesse"
announced mate in 30 for Caruana. I don’t think even 2800 GMs calculate that far ahead!

Later that evening we went along to the British Film Institute where the lounge is the slightly unusual home to
‘Casual Chess’. This is a pleasant venue where chess if played every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday
evening. It’s not a club as such, with no leagues or competitive games, just friendly chess. It is entirely organised by
women and there are free chess lessons for women on Monday evenings. Perhaps not surprisingly, most of the
chess players there were men but it did have a nice atmosphere – and it’s next to the bar! It’s worth checking out if
ever you are in London and have a free evening. (http://casualchess.org/)
Saturday was to be our day for competitive chess and we made our way to Canning Town in the East End to play in
the monthly Rapidplay tournament hosted by the Docklands Chess Club. The event is an under 170 Major and an
under 130 Minor. Naturally most of the players were fairly local and the presence of two visitors from Devon caused
much puzzlement! It was nice to take part in a chess event somewhere so different to Devon but neither of us were
in good form. I was pleased to be on 2pts from 3 games at the halfway stage but that was as good as it got and I
finished on the same score. I enjoyed some interesting games but I didn’t help myself when I had a senior moment
and intending to make a Queen move, I picked up the King next to it! David had a slower start but ended up on 2.5
pts.
Sunday wasn’t primarily a chess day, instead on a chilly but sunny morning we both took part in the Richmond 10K
run on the banks of the Thames. David ran a great race to finish in 43 minutes 42 secs to come 44th in a field of 475
runners and 1st Male over 60 by over 7 minutes. I was a lot slower but managed a PB! Afterwards I headed to
Greenwich to meet my daughter where I enjoyed the culinary highlight of the weekend, in Goddard’s cafe jellied eels
were on the menu, instead I enjoyed a freshly made pie, mash & gravy and a mug of tea – all for £5! This was
followed by a walk around Greenwich Park where we had spectacular views from the Observatory, across the river to
Canary Wharf, then back to Goddard’s for rhubarb crumble and custard – heaven!
At the Docklands event we had been told that GMs and chess fans not prepared to pay the entrance fee to the WCC
match were instead using the Shakespeare’s Head pub in Holborn as the place to follow and discuss the games. I
agreed to meet David there early evening in the hope we might be able to get some of the atmosphere of the match.
Disappointingly, this pub also proved to be a chess free zone. A fun weekend but not the chess experience we
originally planned for.
Some reflections of the Championship match. The fact that the classical chess games resulted in 12 draws has led to
some criticism. I would not go along with it. I think it was just that there really isn’t anything between the players at
the moment in this format of the game and both were playing chess at an amazing level. The average length of the
games was 53 moves, using a football analogy; there may have been a couple of nil-nil draws but most of the games
were reasonably entertaining 1-1 or 2-2 affairs. It’s just a shame that FIDE didn’t make any attempt to make the
event more accessible and ECF didn’t use the opportunity of hosting the Championship to promote the game to a
wider audience as no other chess event gets the media attention that world title matches attract.

Games
Paul Brooks v Rob Wilby (Ron Bruce league)
Modern Defence - Notes by Paul.
1.d4 g6 2.c4 Bg7 3.Nc3 c5 4.d5 a6
An interesting line is 4....Bxc3 5 bxc3 f5 creating a blocked pawn structure where black will try to show that his
knights are at least as good as white's bishops.
5.e4 d6 6.Bd3 Nd7 7.Nge2 Ne5 8.0–0 e6 9.f4

White has created a broad pawn centre, and black needs to take off the bishop (even though it is blocked in by the
pawns). Instead he tries to preserve his knight, but it leads to a further loss of time.
9 ...Ng4 10.h3 N4h6 11.Be3 f5 12.Ng3 Qe7 13.Re1 Qh4 14.Qf3
White has a clear advantage in development and threatens tactics on the king file. Black tries to block things up
14 ...e5 15.exf5 Ne7

White has a number of tempting options - I tried to trap black's queen.
16.fxe5 Bxe5 17.Nce4
The tempting 17...gxf5 fails to 18 Bg5 fxe4 19 Nxe4 when the queen is lost
17 ...Bd4
17....Bxg3 is better though black is still worse.
18.Bxd4 cxd4 19.Nxd6+ Kd7 20.f6

White tries to get his major pieces active.

20 ...Neg8 21.Nge4 Nxf6
This loses a piece but there wasn't anything better.
22.Nxc8 Raxc8 23.Nxf6+ Kc7 24.Re7+ Kb6 25.d6
White goes for mate.
25 ...Rc6 26.Be4 Nf5 27.Bxc6
27 Qb3+ is quicker!
27 ...bxc6
Black sees that white will promote his pawn if he takes the rook, but this allows a nice finish.

28.Qb3+ Kc5 29.Qa3+ Kxc4 30.Rc1+ Kb5
Black graciously allows the mate.
31.Rb7#
Sivrev,Plamen - Butland,Nick (Ron Bruce league)
Budapest Gambit, Fajarowicz Variation - Notes by Nick:
The moral of this game is not to bother with preparation against a significantly stronger player, but instead be very,
very lucky. Incidentally, time was never a factor.
1.d4 Nf6 2.c4 e5 3.dxe5 Ne4
My "fun" opening which I wheel out occasionally. The problem with this wild & woolly opening is that you need to
know the correct follow-up & White can try any of Be3, Bd2, Bf4, g3, Qc2, Qd3, Qd4, Qd5, a3, Nd2, Nc3, Nf3 or...
4.e3
Definitely avoid 4.f3?? ; 4.Nf3 is the most frequent reply, after which Black can play the surreal 4...b6 - if 5.Qd5 Bb7
6.Qxb7 Nc6 threatening to win the queen with ...Nc5 7.Nd4 Bb4+ & it's anyone's guess what's going on
4...Nc6 5.Nf3 Bb4+ 6.Nbd2 Qe7 7.Bd3 Nxd2 8.Bxd2 Nxe5 9.Nxe5 Bxd2+ 10.Qxd2 Qxe5
This position is OK - the queen is a little exposed, although a positive spin would call her "active". I did feel the
advance of the white pawn to f4 would be his most challenging response here.
11.0–0
11.f4 Qe7 12.0–0 0–0 13.Rae1 d6 14.Bc2 Bd7 15.f5 Qf6 16.b4 Rfe8 17.Rf4 Rad8 18.Be4 Bc8 19.g3 Kh8 20.Bg2 Re5
21.g4 Rde8 22.Qf2 h6 23.h4 R8e7 24.Qg3 g5 25.hxg5 hxg5 Jahnel,G (2344)-Mehringer,J (1886) Nuremberg 2011 1–0
11...b6 12.Rfd1 Bb7 13.Bf1

13...0–0–0
So my novelty, which software actually prefers to the previously played queen retreat. Top recommendation is ...d6
with the plan of castling kingside & a fairly solid game. But we play chess to enjoy it, so the idea of attacking on
opposite sides of the board was more appealing. [13...Qe7 14.Qd4 f6 15.c5 bxc5 16.Qa4 a6 17.Rac1 Bc6 18.Qc4 Bb5
19.Qxc5 Qxc5 20.Rxc5 Bxf1 21.Kxf1 c6 22.b3 0–0–0 23.Rd4 Kb7 24.Rb4+ Kc7 25.Rg4 g6 26.h4 d6 27.Rc1 Kd7 28.Ke2
Remmler,V-Roes,H Germany 1992 1/2–1/2)]
14.b4 h5 15.Qd4 d6
If White does want to go into an endgame, I want to have my pawn on e5 We arrive at the point where White's
pawns are beginning to rumble down the board & Black is keen to open the h-file &/or a8-h1 diagonal.
16.a4 h4 17.a5 Rh5
This seemed to make sense at the time, allowing the rook to capture on e5 if White decides to exchange & also keep
an eye on the queenside. In fact, the machine prefers to push the pawn again. White now spurns a couple of chances
to check on g4.
18.axb6 axb6 19.Ra7
Looks impressive, but software is not hugely impressed.
19...h3
Always difficult to play a defensive move when both sides have set up to throw bricks at each other, but the best idea
would have been 19...Kb8 & anyway, I'm then threatening the rook

20.g3
20.Qg4+ wins the exchange, though I don't think either of us spotted that in the game or analysis after.
(Ed: 20.Qg4+ Qf5 21.Be2 or 20...Kb8 21.Rxb7+ Kxb7 22.Rd5 hxg2 23.Qxg2 Qxh2+ 24.Qxh2 Rxh2 25.Kxh2)
20...Qf5
spurning the exchange of queens & playing for mate. If not stopped, she's going to f3 next move.
21.Be2
Obviously

21...Bf3??

Well, I have to give it 2 question marks because the machine gives a sudden swing of +5 to White, though we didn't
find either of White's winning moves. Can you?
22.Rda1
not like this, but it is what I was expecting! [22.c5 zugzwang 22...bxc5 23.bxc5 Bxe2 24.c6 & mates; 22.e4 Qg4
23.Rda1 Bxe2 24.Rxc7+ Kxc7 25.Ra7+ Kc8 26.Qxb6 & Black can't avoid mate]
22...Bxe2
Nothing else makes sense.. .
23.Rxc7+
Bravo! I saw this coming. But there's a little problem.
23...Kxc7 24.Ra7+ Kc8
& there's no mate. White can't take on b6 because he gets mated himself by ...Qb1
25.Qa1
Threatening mate via a6

25...Bxc4
And this is where luck in chess comes in. I hadn't foreseen that I could get back to cover a6, so I just needed to check I
wasn't doing anything stupid here. It is, needless to say, Black's only viable move. Now White simply doesn't have
sufficient material to compete. Oh, and Black mates in 17; I'm sure you'll work that out.
26.Re7 Qd5
26...Qf3 would have curtailed things, of course
27.e4 Qc6 28.Qxg7 Re5
Closing the door 0–1

Megan O’Brien v James Schofield (Torbay Congress Major Round 1)
Bishop’s Opening - Notes by Martin.
1.e4 e5
2.Bc4 Nf6
3.d4 Nxe4
3...exd4 is the most common and best move.
4.dxe5 Ng5
5.Nf3 Nxf3+?
Better would have been Ne6 following it with Nc6, Be7, 0-0 although black would have a cramped position.
6.Qxf3 Qe7
7.0–0 Nc6
8.Bf4 Na5
9.Bd3 g6??
This loses. Black’s best chance would have been Nc6 looking to play Nd4 and Ne6 although whatever he did, his
game would have been extremely unpleasant to play.
10.Nc3! Bg7
11.Nd5 Qd8
12.e6!

White now has so many threats it’s hard to count them all.
12. ... d6
13.Bg5 Bxe6
14.Bxd8 Kxd8 1-0
White: A Proudfoot (120)
Black: P Hampton (199)
Opening: Sicilian, Wing Gambit (I couldn't see the point entering a mainline Sicilian against someone so strong)
Notes by Andy
It would be a pleasure to share with you my finest game from this year's Plymouth Rapidplay tournament, but
instead, I'm going to show you my worst.
It was round 5. I had just drawn with a 175 grade opponent the previous round and was expecting something a bit
easier in the next game. Unfortunately Tony and his new-fangled pairing software pitted me against Paul Hampton winner of the last two Plymouth Rapidplays and graded 199. I had no chance.
The game is memorable to me for two reasons:
1) I should have lost, and
2) I should have won
So here it is:

1.e4 c5 2.b4 cxb4 3.a3 d5 4.exd5 Qxd5 5.axb4?? Qe5+
Picking up the rook on a1 for nothing

Up to this point we have been following a game from the 1984 US Championship between the mercurial Kamran
Shirazi and John Peters (both around or over 2400 FIDE at the time). Now, at this juncture Mr Shirazi chose the
decidedly unambitious (but correct) 6. Resigns
Unfortunately for Mr Hampton, I am made of sterner stuff and as I was going to lose anyway I wondered if he might
let me trap his queen in the corner so I bimbled on...
6.Ne2 Qxa1 7.Nec3 Be6 8.Ba3 Nc6 9.Qc1 Nxb4 10.Bxb4
Up to this point Black has retained an advantage (though now only 1.96 according to Fritz), however he squanders it
all and more here
10...Ba2 11.Bb5+ Kd8 12.Qa3 Nf6

...and here I was in full 'I can draw with a 199 graded player' mode. I played...
13. 0-0
...and offered a draw, which was accepted.
Offering a draw really was a wimpy decision. Not only does Fritz tell me that White is winning (+3.80) but worse than
that, instead of 13. 0-0 I had mate in 13, starting with 13.Ba5+ b6 14.Bxb6+ axb6 15.Qxa8+ Kc7 16.Qa7+
There are lessons for us all here:
1) Play the board, not the opponent.
2) No-one ever won by resigning (or, in the case of Anish Giri, no-one ever drew by resigning)
On a personal note, as some of you know I will be leaving Plymouth in January and moving back up North (where it's
apparently a bit like a Knight on the rim – ie grim).
It was hard work coming back to chess after 15 years away from the game so I'd like to thank you all for making me
welcome at the club and enabling me to get somewhere close to where I would hope to be. Too many individuals to

mention, but of course special thanks to Tony Tatam - every chess club should have a Tony, and Plymouth is
especially lucky to have the original!
I have made many friends and I hope to keep in touch in the future (and I fully intend the occasional holiday to the
South West to take in a tournament or two).
I am also really pleased to see that we have a number of juniors turning up regularly on a Wednesday and seeming to
be having fun. Wouldn't it be just grand if they maintain their enthusiasm for the game and help the club to thrive in
the future.
(Ed. I will miss your excellent contributions to the Newsletter. Very best wishes with the move towards the Arctic
Circle. Plenty of time to study chess on those long dark winter nights!)

Tournament, Congress & Competition reports (in chronological order)
Civil Service Chess Championship: Birmingham 4th July – report by Martin Quinn

Martin receiving the trophy for 2nd place from IM Andrew Ledger and championship organiser John Conway
This was my first experience of playing in this Championship which was run as a five round Swiss Rapidplay. I had no
idea before turning up what to expect either in terms of the size or quality of the field. On arrival I found the 14
entrants were reduced to 10 players by withdrawals on the day but it was a decent group of players, ranging from
club to top county standard.
My first round game was against the highest graded player, Jonathan Nelson from Sheffield whose most recent
rapidplay grade was 217! I put up some resistance and got down to a 6 v 5 pawns endgame but it never felt my loss
was in doubt. After a second round win I faced the second seed, three times Berkshire county champion and 191
graded John Wager. I was pleased to reach what I felt was an equal position but had my draw offer declined. This
turned out to be good fortune as John misplayed the ending and I took the full point. In the next round my opponent
fell for the well known Noah’s Ark trap in the Ruy Lopez and I managed to convert my bishop for two pawns
advantage to a win. With a win in my final game I took second place with 4 points with Jonathan Nelson winning the
Championship with 4.5 points.
68th DCCA (Paignton) Congress 2nd-8th September 2018 – report by Graham Mill Wilson
There were a grand total of 153 entrants in this year’s congress, though a few of those were people who were
playing in both morning and afternoon tournaments.
The Ron Bruce Premier (18 players) was headed by local player GM Keith Arkell, nearly 300 rating points above his
nearest rival, and it went pretty much true to form. After 6 rounds, Keith was on a perfect score and had already won
the tournament. However, Mike Waddington played a dogged game that went on for 6 hours before they finally
agreed a draw. Second place was shared by Dave Ledger, Ashley Stewart and Alan Brown on 4½.

The last game to finish in the entire tournament. Arkell v Waddington (½-½)
The Challengers (under 180) section (29 players) was very closely fought, and as the week progressed it just got
closer! In the end, first place was shared by 8 players on 4½/7, including Plymouth’s Megan O’Brien and Matthew
Wilson of Teignmouth.

The top four boards in the final round of the Challengers
The Intermediate section (under 150) was the biggest, with 32 players. It was won by Peter Halmkin (Dawlish) on
5½/7, half a point ahead of Ivor Annetts, Daniel Gibbs and Graham Shepherd. Cliff Peach could have played in the
Minor, but chose the Intermediate, and turned in a respectable 3 points, which included 3 draws and a win against
higher graded opposition.

Final round of the Intermediate; David Gilbert v Cliff Peach (½-½)
The Minor section (under 120) did not feature many Devon players, and none at all among the prizes. Nearest was
Alan Davies who finished joint 10th with 3½/7. First prize went to Barry Miles of Coulsdon (6/7), followed by Bude’s
Christine Constable on 5½. Unfortunately, Alan Crickmore was forced to withdraw through illness after round 5.

The morning tournaments contained a total of 49 players in the two sections. The Boniface (under 180) was jointly
won by Richard Bryant of Oswestry and Robert Sanders (Sudbury), with East Budleigh’s Brian Gosling third. The
Thynne (under 135) also had joint winners, Graham Shepherd of Church Stretton and Plymouth’s Graham Mill-Wilson
on 4/5. Jacquie Barber-Lafon of Newton Abbot shared a grading prize with two others.
Mill-Wilson (black) won his first game on time. He is convinced he was winning anyway, but was he?
Answers on a postcard please…

White has just played 46.b6, followed by black’s d3, and white’s flag fell.
UK Open Blitz Championships 2018 – Bristol qualifier. 8th September. Report by Martin Quinn

WIM Fiona Steil-Antoni v GM Nick Pert. Nick won on his way to qualifying for the Open Final, and Fiona qualified for
the Women’s Final. 85 year old IM James Sherwin in rear.
There have been previous British blitz championships but this was the first UK event of this format and it appears to
have been a success. 345 players took part in 8 qualifying events in cities across the UK. Each was to be played as a
15 round Swiss tournament with the top two at each venue qualifying for the final. The qualifiers were supported by
a reasonable number of GMs (headed by David Howell playing in Birmingham) and IMs. What turned out to be a
flaw in this format was the imbalance between the venues in the number and quality of players, ranging from 123

taking part in London including 20 with a FIDE title to just 15 in Belfast, none of which held a FIDE title. I suspect in
future years the London qualifier may be given more places in the final.
The Bristol event had 42 players headed by GM Nick Pert who ended up the comfortable winner dropping just half a
point. My games included the usual blitz mix of winning positions blundered away and lost positions undeservedly
won. My starting rank position was 31st so I was very happy to finish on 8 pts from the 15 rounds in equal 11th. My
score put me on a tie for a grading prize but the cash went to a lower graded player also on 8 pts.
James Sherwin the veteran American IM played in the Bristol qualifier (he now lives near Bath). Sherwin will have
played Bobby Fischer a number of times and their encounter in the 1957 New Jersey Open is the first game in
Fischer’s classic volume My 60 Memorable Games. We were on the same score going into the last round so I was
hoping I would get paired to play him. I thought it would be cool to be just one opponent removed from Fischer!
Alas, it was not to be.
(Update: The final took place on 1st December. GM David Howell won the Open with 13/15 and IM Sophie Milliet
won the women's title with 13.5/15)
DCCA Annual Team Quick-Play Competition, Newton Abbot 4th November

Mick, Nick & Martin (Adam had gone home!) receive the Hodge Cup from DCCA President Paul Brooks.
For some reason the Plymouth club has not participated in this longstanding event in recent years so it was pleasing
that we were able to put out two teams of four players this year. It was a good turnout with 14 teams participating.
Teams were ranked on total grading and there were six rounds with the unusual time limit of 12 minutes.
Ranking in the results table was based on game points rather than match points and results went largely as the
grades would predict, with first place going to Exeter A (709 total grade) on 19.5 pts with Newton Abbot A (687) in
second place on 18 pts. Third spot was a three way tie between Plymouth A (595), Exeter B (595) and Seaton (686),
all on 14.5 pts. As well as the Thomas Trophy that went to Exeter A as the overall winners, there were two graded
trophies and Plymouth A were joint winners with Exeter B of the Hodge Cup for teams with a total (Rapidplay) grade
of under 600. Plymouth B finished in 8th on 12 pts.
Overall both Plymouth teams put in solid performances with 7 of our 8 players scoring 50% or better. Mick and Rob
in particular did sterling work doing the heavy lifting on top boards and finishing with plus scores. However there is
no doubt who achieved the most notable result. 10 year old Caleb Caleshu was playing in his first ever non- junior
chess event and finished with 3.5 pts. I think we will be hearing a lot more of Caleb in the years to come.
Individual scores in board order were as follows:
Plymouth A: Stinton-Brownbridge 3 ½, Hart-Davis 3, Butland 4, Quinn 4
Plymouth B: Wilby 3 ½, Cockerton 4, Wright 1, Caleshu 3 ½

52nd Torbay Congress, 9 November – 11 November 2018 Report by Andy Proudfoot
Didn't we do well!
This year's Torbay Congress started on a stormy Friday evening. A really stormy Friday evening. I was drenched
through walking just 300 yards from my nearby hotel to the venue. I went straight to the toilets, only to find a friend
of mine (Jason Madden, who I met at the World Amateurs) standing there in his undercrackers cavorting under the
handryer!
But to the chess!
Plymouth had entrants in all sections this year, and it was a pretty good showing.
Mike Stinton-Brownridge took the brave decision to move up to the Open section this year and test his mettle
against some really strong opposition. If you want to keep improving at some point you need to be playing against
stronger players, which is certainly what Mike got. He finished on 1/5, but many of the games I caught glimpses of
were certainly close affairs.
In the Major (under 170) section, Megan O'Brien finished on a creditable 2 ½ out of 5 and performed to her grading.
She also had the distinction of being the last game to finish in at least one round (I was deep into my second pint by
that stage!).
The Intermediate (under 140) section featured Rob Wilby, myself and Clifford Peach. Rob's was by some distance
Plymouth's performance of the tournament – finishing on 4 out of 5 including a fine last round win against former
England under-10 international Aditya Yanamandra (I asked Rob, but the score sheet from that game is no longer
extant). Rob's fine effort was rewarded with a share of 1st place, £190 and the Intermediate Cup. I finished on 2 ½
and a grading performance of 129 which gave me a share of a grading prize. Clifford ended up with 2 points and an
above-grade performance, so we all have reason to be satisfied (and we each only lost one game apiece).
In the Minor (under 140) section, John Dean picked up a share of a grading prize with a 121 performance and 3 ½ out
of 5. Graham Mill-Wilson, hot on the heels of arbiting at the Beacon Seniors, finished on 2 ½ points.
So overall we had three individual money-winners from Plymouth, but to put the icing on the cake after being pipped
last year Plymouth managed to come out on top in the Team event.
The winning Plymouth team consisted of Rob Wilby, Megan O’Brien, John Dean and Graham Mill-Wilson.
Devon Junior Chess Championships - 9th December Report by Nick Butland
Congratulations to Caleb Caleshu (5/6) and Einar Bonnevier (4) as they finished 1st & 2nd in a 13-strong section in
this weekend’s Devon Under-11 championship. From the section organiser’s chair, it was all quite exciting, with
Caleb managing to get himself mated in one game despite the early win of a whole rook. But with both boys (plus
one other) on 4/5 going into the last round, all facing lower-scoring opposition, Caleb won early & then had to wait
as the others were outplayed.
Einar will be returning to Sweden with his parents shortly, while Caleb is hoping to play Gordon Nobbs games in the
New Year; please contact his father if you would like to play him while you still stand a chance!

Devon & Torbay Leagues
Torbay Chess League results can be seen at: http://ecflms.org.uk/lms/node/2293/ofixtures Click on the match result
DCCA leagues results can be seen at: http://ecflms.org.uk/lms/node/23179/ofixtures Click on the match result

Devon Chess
WECU Jamboree - 15/09/2018
Somerset won the Open Section of the WECU Jamboree with 7.5 points ahead of Devon on 6.5 and Cornwall on 4. In
the Graded Section the Torbay League team tied on 8 pts with East Devon ahead of Cornwall and Somerset. I think
the East may have been given the win on tie break.
Plymouth had no players in the 1st team but contributed as follows to the TCL team in the graded section:
BOARD

WHITE

GRADE

SCORE

BLACK

GRADE

SCORE

3

J. WILMAN

135

0

P. BROOKS

160

1

8

I. SIMPSON

141

0

R. WILBY

139

1

11

B. WILKINSON

132

1

DEFAULT

12

R. HUNT

128

0.5

16

K. ALEXANDER

127

17

A. YOUNG

104

0

A. WRIGHT

124

0.5

1

J. DEAN

107

0

1

G. BEHAN

105

0

Devon v Cornwall - 24th November 2018
The Plymouth Club was the venue for this first team match which Devon won 11 – 5. David Twine was the only
Plymouth player to take part.
177

David Twine

½-½

Adam Hussain 151

Secretary’s update
 Although we have registered some new members, I feel that numbers have been much lighter this season
with a total of only thirty members playing in the internal leagues, this means that revenue from
membership fees will be reduced for this year, although we have a fairly healthy bank balance.
 I have had the Hodge Cup engraved and it is now back in the trophy cupboard.
 I have been sorting out the library and getting rid of many books by sales or gifts and Alan Crickmore has
donated two full shelves of books. All these books are in mint condition and would cost a lot of money if we
had to purchase them, so we are indebted to Alan and very grateful for this donation to the club.
 Many hours are spent producing this excellent Newsletter and our thanks should go to Martin Quinn for his
efforts, also thanks to Rob Wilby for getting our website up and running.

Upcoming events & diary dates
Somerset New Year Congress - Saturday 12th & Sunday 13th January 2019, Walton Park Hotel, Clevedon, North
Somerset
The 2nd Simon Bartlett Memorial Congress - Friday 25th-Sunday 27th January 2019, The Livermead House Hotel,
Torquay, Devon
Bristol Winter Congress, Bristol Grammar School (BGS), University Road, Bristol Fri 15th to Sun 17th February 2019
The 44th East Devon Chess Congress - Saturday 9th & Sunday 10th March 2019 at Exeter Corn Exchange
WECU Congress - 19th – 22nd April, Royal Beacon Hotel, Exmouth
Cornwall Open Chess Congress 3rd to 5th May 2019 - The Falmouth Hotel, Falmouth
British Chess Championships will be held at the Riviera International Centre in Torquay from the 26th July to the
4th August 2019.

Trivia and Miscellany
Stalemate
The rules of chess have evolved over many centuries but it hasn’t been a linear evolution. The game spread from
India, through Iran and the Arab world and then across Europe with local decisions as to the best rules to apply.
Perhaps it should be no surprise but stalemate is one situation in the game which has led to a wide variety of views.
The Italians were ahead of the game, as it were, as they had decided in the 14th century that a stalemated game
should be counted as a draw but it was only in the 19th century that this applied worldwide. In the 10th century in
Arabia the player giving stalemate claimed a win but oddly, in 17th century Britain the player giving stalemate was
punished with a loss. The result I particularly like and would love to see make a comeback is the 16th Spanish
interpretation that gave the player giving stalemate a sort of win, scoring the game ¾ - ¼ !
World’s top chess ‘players’ clash
Did you see the result of the match between the best chess players in the world? No, not that silly little affair in
London. It has recently been reported that artificial intelligence system AlphaZero played a mega 1,000 game match
against top ‘traditional’ engine Stockfish earlier this year. Games were played at a surprisingly human time allocation
of three hours each game plus a 15-second increment per move. AlphaZero won scoring +155 -6 =839. They also
played a series of time-odds games and Stockfish only began to outscore AlphaZero when the odds reached 30-to-1.
If you have a spare half hour I recommend checking out the three short game analysis videos by GM Robert Hess at:
https://www.chess.com/news/view/updated-alphazero-crushes-stockfish-in-new-1-000-game-match#games
I should be so lucky!
Seeing Nick’s comment in the Games section about his luck in his game against Plamen, reminded me of one of my
favourite chess quotes. Joel Lautier on Alexei Shirov, ‘He is lucky, but that is his style’.
Do you have a favourite chess quote? If so, send it in to Check it Out

